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SUMMARY 
The transmission of 3D objects models over the internet and their representation to 
the end users have drawn considerable interest and attention. Some standards such as 
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) and MPEG-4 (Motion Picture Expert 
Group) have been developed for 3D object representation. One of another choice, for 
implementing it is hierarchical mesh compression for progressive transmission. 
 In the hierarchical mesh decimation the Delaunay Triangulation is a building block. 
The Delaunay Triangulation is considered optimal for the visualization of 2D data, 
and has many characteristics such as automatic implementation, unique in 
implementation etc., but has some degeneracy, like formation of needles, Caps and 
Slivers when are applied for the visualization of 3D data. Additionally the alpha 
value implementation on the Delaunay triangulation plays a major role for better 
visualization.  The alpha can be classified as the global and the local. The global 
alpha can be considered as the average edge length whereas the local refers to the 
different averages of length of edges in the different regions of the data. The visual 
results can be improved if combination of both is applied on the data. 
The hierarchical mesh compression is based upon first classifying the given vertex 
data into boundary and interior vertices. Both of these vertices are decimated 
according to different parameters which are proposed in this work. The boundary 
vertices are decimated according to the nature of region and the density of the 
vertices. The interior vertices are decimated on the basis of neighbor counts and the 
volume of tetrahedron formed. The process is performed iteratively on the data to 
reach from finest to coarsest level. While transmitting, the coarsest is sent first as the 
base data and then remaining data is added progressively. 
While decimation it is important verify whether the data is capable being visualized. 
To ascertain it we have proposed another technique through which we continuously 
monitor the quality of tetrahedral mesh being generated at each hierarchy level. 
Those tests are like radius ratio tests, the inner radius to maximum edge length test, 
volume to edge lengths ratio etc. 
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ÖZET 
Üç boyutlu (3B) nesnelerin internet üzerinden iletimi ve görselleştirilmeleri son 
yıllarda ilgi çeken konular arasında yer almaktadır. Teknoloji ve altyapı olanakların 
gelişmesi sayesinde uygulama alanlarıda artmaktadır. VRML veMPEG-4 bu tür 
veriler için geliştirilmiş stadartların başında yer almaktadır. Sıradüzensel telfile 
gösterimi ve sadeleştirme yöntemleri bu standartların içerisinde yer almaktadır. 
Sıradüzensel telfile gösterimi ve sadeleştirmesi bilgisayarla grafikte 3B nesnelerin 
uyarlamalı detay seviye kaplamasında kullanılmaktadır. Sadeleştirme metodu 
kullanarak her seviyedeki telfilelerin Delaunay topolojisini koruması ve  telfilelerin 
istenen geometrik özelliklere sahip olması sağlanır. Delaunay üçgenlemesi uzaydaki 
düğümlerin birleştirilmesini sağlamak amaçlı kullanılmıştır. Delaunay Üçgenlemesi 
2 Boyutlu uzayda uygulandığı zaman tekil sonuçlar vermesine rağmen 3 Boyutlu 
uzayda tekil sonuç vermediği gibi aynı zamanda  bozuk dörtyüzlülerde 
oluşturmaktadır. 3B Delaunay Üçgenlemesi yapılırken alfa parametresinden 
yararlanılmaktadır. 3D Delaunay dörtyüzlemesi için kullanılan alfa parametresi her 
dörtyüzlüyü çevreleyen kürenin yarıçapını belirlemektedir. Sadece çevreleyen bu 
küre içinde kalan dörtyüzlü kullanılabilir. Alfa parametresi genel ve yerel olarak 2 
farklı şekilde seçilebilir. Genel alfa değerini kullanıldığında şekil üzerindeki bazı 
bölgelerin doldurulamadığı gözlenmiştir. Bunun yanında düğüm aralıkları genel 
alfadan küçük olan bölgelerde ise detayların kaybolmasına istenmeyen birleşmelerin 
oluşmasına sebep olmuştur. Buradaki hatalı ve istenmeyen dörtyüzlülerin topolojide 
bulunmasını engellemek için nesneleri düğüm yoğunluğuna göre farklı bölgelere 
ayırarak, her bölge için ayrı alfa parametresi elde edilmesi ve bölgelerin kendi içinde 
delaunay algoritması uygulanması gerekmektedir. 
Sıradüzensel telfile sadeleştirme yönteminde nesnenin dış şeklini kaybetmemesini 
sağlamak için sınır ve iç düğümler farklı yöntemler kullanılarak sadeleştirilmektedir. 
Sınır düğüm sadeleştirme algoritması uzaklık parameteresi kullanılarak dış kabuktaki 
şekil bozuklukları kontrol altına alınması sağlanmıştır. Đç düğüm  sadeleştirme 
algoritmasında düğümler önem kriterine göre sıralanmakta ve sadeleştirmeye en az 
önemli olan düğümden başlanmaktadır. Sıradüzensel telfile sadeleştirme yöntemi 
sonucunda en detaylı seviyedeki veriden  en kaba seviyedeki veri adım adım elde 
edilmektedir. Đletim ise en kaba seviyeden başlanarak ve ardışıl olarak iyileştirme 
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seviyelerinin eklenmesi ile gerçekleşir. Telfile sadeleştirme algoritmasında her adım 
da oluşturulan telfilelerin gösterebilir özelliği kontrol altında olması gerekmektedir. 
Yüzey telfile nesnelerine  iki hacim telfile nesnelerine ise dört farklı test yöntemi 
uygulanarak gösterebilir özelliği kontrol altına alınır. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The last half of twentieth century can be truly recognized as the era of development 
of communication. If one element has to be chosen amongst all the inventions in the 
era then computers can be regarded as the most amazing one. The last decade has 
exacerbated the field of communication with the introduction of laser scanners and 
satellites it is possible to generate data at tremendous rates. To visualize this data is 
one of the most important aspects of application. The visualization of 3D data is 
facilitated by three dimensional polygonal meshes. They are now considered as the 
fundamental block for the implementation of Virtual Reality Modeling Language 
(VRML), a standard for storing and interacting with graphic objects and virtual 
world over the World Wide Web (WWW). Additionally hierarchical representation 
of 3D meshes has caught the attention because it: 1) provides rendering at various 
levels of detail; 2) allows progressive/ scalable transmission. Whereas by the term 
scalability it is meant that terminals of different complexity can extract data of 
different quality levels from the single bit stream. The term hierarchical 
representation in computer literature refers to geometric method for fine to coarse 3D 
mesh simplification. Meshes of tetrahedra have many applications, including 
interpolation, rendering, compression and numerical methods such as the finite 
element methods. To ascertain the correct visualization the tetrahedra must be well 
shaped. In this research work we propose a new hierarchy of 3D Delaunay meshes 
and we only remove vertices in the fine to coarse design strategy.  
The proposed method can be regarded as a tool which will facilitate the progressive 
transmission on internet. The application area of this technology is in the WWW, 
telemedicine, architecture and design, military fields, games etc. The method is based 
upon considering the fundamental issues of design first, encoding for progressive 
transmission on a channel then taking output from the channel, decoding and in the 
last as visualization which is clearly depicted in the Figure1.1. 
2Figure 1.1: Explaining the basis of Coding Scheme. 
The proposed method takes the 3D data in the shape of vertices which are processed 
for 3D Delaunay Triangulation, the data is then divided between boundary vertices 
and inner vertices by applying a vertex differentiating technique as explained in 
section 
Figure 1.2: Explaining the different processes applied for decimation of data in each 
level. 
Different decimation methods are applied over which is dealt in the Section 3, the 
vertices are then merged together and processed again for the next level of hierarchy. 
3At each decimation level the final output from the process discussed above is sent for 
compression techniques to be applied on it. We have tried the Scalar quantization 
and Vector quantization also the output of which is then Huffman Coded and at the 
end Bitstring is also generated. 
Figure 1.3: Block diagrams of the applied compression scheme.
When looking at the Decoding process of the proposed algorithm, which is depicted 
in Figure 1.4, it is clear that it is more or less reversal of encoding process. Initially 
bit string is received at the decoder receiver end which applies the Entropy decoding 
process over it. The decoded data is then fed to decompression decoder where the 
reverse of compression algorithm is applied. This reversal process produces the data 
in vertex format with the information about inner and boundary vertices 
accompanying a global alpha. The data is then fed to Delaunay triangulation 
algorithm for visualization which is supplied to the displaying device. 
Figure 1.4: Block diagrams of the applied Decoder. 
42. THE FUNDAMENTALS 
There are various types of data sets which are encountered while carrying out the 
research for three dimensional data visualization. Some of their important types are 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. A dataset consists of two pieces which are the structure and 
the attributes. The structure of the dataset is composed of two parts topology and 
geometry. The structured data has regular structure in topology and in attributes. The 
examples are structured points, rectilinear grid, and structured grid. Whereas, the 
unstructured dataset has an irregular structure which can not be expressed by any 
mathematical expression, the examples are polygonal data, unstructured points and 
unstructured grid. 
Figure 2.1: Illustration depicting various types of data sets. 
5Continuous physical systems, such as the airflow around an aircraft, the stress 
concentration in a dam, the electric field in an integrated circuit, or the concentration 
of reactants in a chemical reactor, are generally modeled using partial differential 
equations. To perform simulations of these systems on a computer, these continuum 
equations need to be discretised, resulting in a finite number of points in space (and 
time) at which variables such as velocity, density and, electric field are calculated. 
The usual methods of discretisation are finite differences, finite volumes and finite 
elements, use neighboring points to calculate derivatives, so there is the concept of a 
mesh or grid on which the computation is performed.
There are two mesh types, characterized by the connectivity of the points. Structured 
meshes have a regular connectivity, which means that each point has the same 
number of neighbors (for some grids a small number of points will have a different 
number of neighbors). Unstructured meshes have irregular connectivity: each point 
can have a different number of neighbors.  
Figure 2.2: Unstructured Grid Data Set 
62.1 Unstructured Points and Unstructured Grid 
Unstructured points [1] are a simple but important type of data set. Normally they 
possess no inherent structure, and part of the visualization task is to create it. 
Combination of these unstructured points via unstructured cells forms the 
unstructured grid data type. In unstructured grid data both the topology and geometry 
is unstructured. All cell types can be combined in arbitrary combinations in an 
unstructured grid. Hence the topology of the cells ranges from 0-D (vertex) to 3-D 
(tetrahedron). Any dataset can be expressed as an unstructured grid. 
Figure2.3: (a) Showing the unstructured points (b) Showing Delaunay Triangulation 
(c) its dual the Voronoi or Dirichlet tessellation (d) showing both simultaneously. 
72.2 Delaunay Triangulation 
To visualize the unstructured points the Delaunay Triangulation [16] is the fastest 
and the cheapest if the load on computer is considered. The Delaunay triangulation 
of a set of points has a well developed theory (here triangulation includes 
`tetrahedralisation' in 3D). The techniques used to generate the triangulation can 
obviously be used to generate unstructured meshes. 
A Delaunay triangulation Σ of V (points) is a triangulation of V such that the 
circum-circle of any triangle belonging to Σ does not contain points of V in its 
interior. The Delaunay triangulation of a set V of points is unique provided that no 
four or more points of V are co-circular. The Delaunay triangulation is proven to be 
the dual of another algorithm known as Voronoi pattern which is also drawn on the 
data. Let V be a finite set of points in the plane: Given a point p ε V, the Voronoi 
region of p in V, denoted as RV(p), is the locus of the point of R2 defined as follows: 
RV(p) ={q | ε R2| dE(p,q)≤ dE (w,q), 
for every w | ε | V-{p}}, where dE denotes the Euclidean distance. the collection of 
the Voronoi regions of the points of V defines the Voronoi diagram of V, denoted 
Vor (V). 
Under the assumption that any four or more points of V are not cocircular, the 
Delaunay triangulation S(V) and the Voronoi diagram Vor(V) are dual as plane 
graphs: 
• Every point p of V corresponds to a Voronoi region RV(p) 
• Every triangle of S(V) correspond to a vertex in Vor(V) 
• Every edge e=(p,q) in S(V) corresponds to an edge shared by the two 
Voronoi regions RV(p) and RV(q) 
If any four or more points of V are cocircular, then the dual of the Voronoi diagram 
is a cell complex (but not a simplical complex), called a Delaunay diagram, which is 
clearly illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
82.2.1 Properties of Delaunay Triangulation 
Delaunay Triangulation has some very important properties: 
2.2.1.1 Empty Circle Property 
If points p1, p2, p3 constitutes a triangle then there should be no point inside that 
triangle. This property in fact enunciates the automatic implementation of Delaunay 
triangulation. Let e be an internal edge of a triangulation, e satisfies the local empty 
circle property if the circum-circle of any of the two triangles sharing edge does not 
contain the vertex of the other triangle in its interior. 
                                   
Figure 2.4: Edge e satisfies the empty-circle property. 
2.2.1.2 Maximum and Minimum Angle Property 
Let e be an internal edge of a triangulation then according to the Max-min angle 
property e satisfies the max-min angle property only if either the quadrilateral Q 
formed by the two triangles sharing edge e is not strictly convex (strictly convex 
quadrilateral= each internal angle < 180°) or e is the diagonal of Q which maximizes 
the minimum of the six internal angles associated with each of the two possible 
triangulations of Q. 
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Figure 2.5: pq is the diagonal that maximizes the min. of the six internal angles; the 
two minimum size angles corresponding to the possible triangulations are shown 
Figure 2.6: Explaining the minimum angle property 
2.2.1.3 Local Optimality Property  
Any edge in a triangulation which satisfies either the local empty circle or the max-
min angle properties is called locally optimal.  The local empty-circle and the max-
min angle properties are locally equivalent. This issue was previously addressed and 
explained in Figure 2.4. 
If we consider four co-circular points, then the two properties give both 
Subdivisions; in this case angles cab = adb = q. By moving point d outside the circle, 
the size of angle cdb decreases, and, thus, diagonal ac satisfies both empty-circle and 
max-main angle properties. Resultantly a triangulation of a set V of points is a 
Delaunay triangulation only if all of its internal edges are locally optimal. 
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Conversely, if an edge e connecting two points of V is locally optimal, e does not 
necessarily belong to a Delaunay triangulation of V. 
                    
Figure 2.7: Empty-circle and max-min angle properties
2.2.2 Watson’s Algorithm for Delaunay Triangulation 
The Delaunay triangulation can be manipulated by using different algorithms [1]. In 
this project Delaunay triangulation is realized by the vtkDelaunay 3D class of 
Visualization Toolkit (VTK). 
Figure 2.8: 3D Delaunay Triangulation of Volumetric data  
VTK uses Bowyer and Watson’s algorithm which is described for two dimensions 
but it can be easily realized to three dimensional. The algorithm can be described as 
under: 
• A Delaunay triangulation is computed by incrementally adding a single point 
to an existing Delaunay triangulation 
• Let Vi ⊂ V and let Σ (Vi) be a Delaunay triangulation of Vi. Let p ε V-Vi
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• We want to compute Σ (Vi+1) from Σ (Vi) where Vi+1 = Vi ∪ {p}
The algorithm although optimal for 2D data but can be extended to 3D data easily. 
And the resultant 3D examples can be explained by the Figure 2.8.
2.2.3 Problems of 3D Delaunay 
The optimality of the Delaunay triangulation 2-D is a proven matter. In 2-D 
Delaunay triangulation minimum interior angle of a triangle is greater or equal than 
any other possible triangulation. But in the 3-D Delaunay triangulation is not 
optimal. In 3-D it is only optimal with respect to smallest containing spheres of 
tetrahedra. To generate meshes of well shaped tetrahedrons in 3-D is more difficult 
than in 2-D.  
   
Figure 2.9: Showing different degeneracies in Delaunay Triangulation like Needles, 
Caps and Sliver. 
The basic problem in 3D Delaunay arise when new points are injected and the result 
maybe a formation of tetrahedrons with poor angles. The main amongst them are: 
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• Needles and Wedges: Needles and wedges have edges of greatly disparately 
length. 
• Caps have a large solid angle. 
• Slivers have neither large edges nor large solid angles, but can have good 
circumradius-to-shortest edge ratios, so it will not be possible to compute a 
valid centre for the circumcirle of a triangle or the centre of sphere for a 
tetrahedron. 
If two or more tetrahedrons or triangles are equivalent there will occur a 
computational confusion in the algorithm and this will cause numerical problems 
when circumcenters are calculated. For example, points lying at the vertices of a 
square, rectangle or hexagon can be triangulated more than one possible way. 
2.3 Alpha Shapes 
The concept of alpha shapes [4] formalizes the intuitive notion of "shape'' for spatial 
point set data, which occurs frequently in the computational sciences. An alpha shape 
is a concrete geometric object that is uniquely defined for a particular point set. It 
thus stands in sharp contrast to many common concepts in computer graphics, such 
as isosurfaces, which are approximated by definition and the exact form depends on 
the algorithm used to construct them. 
Alpha shapes are generalizations of the convex hull. Given a finite point set S, and a 
real parameter alpha, the alpha shape of S is a polytope which is neither necessarily 
convex nor necessarily connected. The set of all real numbers alpha leads to a family 
of shapes capturing the intuitive notion of "crude'' versus "fine'' shape of a point set. 
For sufficiently large alpha, the alpha shape is identical to the convex hull of S. As 
alpha decreases, the shape shrinks and gradually develops cavities. These cavities 
may join to form tunnels and voids. For sufficiently small alpha, the alpha shape is 
empty. As can be observed in the Figure 2.10 that the convex hull of the data is the 
shape that is formed with value of Alpha as infinite and with Alpha Zero it just 
becomes the point data since no triangulation can be performed. 
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Figure 2.10: Showing the effect of Alpha values while triangulation. 
A related combinatorial concept is the alpha complex. Given a point set S, it consists 
of vertices, edges, triangles, and tetrahedra in space. For each alpha, the alpha 
complex is a subcomplex of the 3-dimensional Delaunay simplicial complex. 
They are specially used for shape reconstruction of unstructured data points and 
determined according to a parameter called alpha (α ). This alpha parameter 
represents the level of detail of the shape. There are two types of alpha shapes 
1. Global (unweighted) Alpha 
2. Local (weighted) Alpha 
In this project we have addressed both of the Alpha shapes for better visualization 
and facilitating the data for better transmission. 
2.3.1 Global (Unweighted) Alpha 
In the original (unweighted) definition, a piece of the polytope disappears when 
alpha becomes small enough so that a ball with radius alpha, or several such balls, 
can occupy its space without enclosing any of the points of S. Let a R3 filled with 
Styrofoam and the points of S made of solid rock. Now imagine an eraser in the form 
of a ball with radius alpha. It is omnipresent in the sense that it carves out Styrofoam 
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at all positions where the Styrofoam particle does not contain any of the sprinkled 
rocks, that is, points of S. The resulting object is called the alpha hull. For good 
reasons we straighten the surface by substituting straight edges for circular arcs and 
triangles for spherical caps. The resulting object is the alpha shape of S. It is a 
polytope in a fairly general sense: it can be concave and even disconnected, it can 
contain two-dimensional patches of triangles and one-dimensional strings of edges, 
and its components can be as small as single points. 
2.3.1.1 Determination of Global (unweighted) Alpha 
 In implementing algorithm of VTK 3D Delaunay the triangulation is closely related 
to alpha shapes. For a simplex in the Delaunay triangulation there is a single interval 
of alpha values for which it will be alpha-exposed. Each shape in space has a 
different value of alpha so alpha should be calculated from the given unstructured 
data set. In order to calculate an alpha value for each shape, let E denote the class of 
edges and   el  denote the length of each edge. Alpha is determined by using the 
average edge length of the convex hull. 
∑
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Figure2.11: The figure showing convex hull and then alpha 0.08 and 0.14 on the cat 
data which is inherently a surface data. 
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Figure 2.12: The figure showing effects of Alpha value application on volumetric 
data of skull starting from zero resultantly showing just the point data till it becomes 
a convex hull when the value of Alpha reaches infinity. 
We have implemented the visualization while calculating different alpha values on 
fetus data, which is a surface data, and the results are evident the in the Figure2.11. 
Similarly the different Alpha values are applied on volumetric data of skull and the 
results are shown in Figure 2.12 
2.3.2 Local (weighted) Alpha 
Since the global unweighted alpha [3] is implemented by calculating the average 
length of the edges. But the implementation of global alpha only results in some parts 
being unfilled. 
For calculating the weighted alpha we have employed grow and learn [21] on the 
data. According to which the data is clustered with an error constrained applied while 
processing. It is similar to nearest neighbor implementation but can be further 
elaborated in the manner which is given below: 
• First entries from the data are considered as the cluster centre. 
• To induce the new entry, the error is calculated between the new point and all 
the cluster centers.  
• If the error is within range then the point is allotted in that cluster. 
• If the larger than the threshold then it is labeled and placed between the two 
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Similarly whole of the data is traversed and clusterized. If the error criterion is very 
low then we will end up having large number of clusters with small size. Conversely 
if error threshold is kept high then we will have fewer numbers of clusters with large 
size. 
Figure 2.13: Visualization result after implementation of local (weighted) Alpha. 
It is due to the fact that Delaunay triangulation is not optimal in 3D some vertices 
whose distance is more than the alpha value are not included so a hole is left behind.  
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To address this issue we have been able to devise a unique algorithm that is 
composed of different filters which are being applied over the data to produce the 
desired results for visualization. The Figure 2.14 shows the block diagram of the 
algorithm being applied. 
Figure 2.14: The Block Diagram of Local Alpha Implementation 
Initially whole of the data, which is in unstructured point data form, is induced and in 
the first phase 3D Delaunay Triangulation is applied with alpha equals to infinity the 
resultant is the convex hull visualization of the data. Then there are five filters in line 
which are applied on the Delaunayed data to reconstruct its surface and volume.  
• Circle Radius Filter 
• Min/Max Edge Filter  
•  Density Filter 
• Calculating Neighbor Count 
• Gaps Control Filter. 
The logic of these filters is applied globally on the data initially. For further 
refinement in visualization similar types of filters are applied locally on the data.  
2.3.2.1 Circle Radius Filter 
The radius of all the circles forming due to the Delaunay triangulation and 
tetrahedralization are calculated. An average is taken of all those radii. A filter is 
then introduced in the algorithm which employs a restriction that if radius of the 
sphere formed by the tetrahedron is less than the threshold, it let the tetrahedron to be 
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included but if not then it divides the tetrahedron further and analyze the four 
triangles which constitutes that tetrahedron. In that analysis the triangle are assessed 
in the manner that their longest edge is taken as the radius and if that is less than the 
threshold then those triangles are kept within the data and are discarded otherwise. 
This also eliminates those tetrahedrons such slivers for better visualization. The 
effects of the filter can very easily be noticed from the Figure 2.15 in which before 
the implementation of the filter, some points were triangulated which actually 
distorts the original shape of the data. But after the filter employment we have 
improved visual results. 
Figure 2.15: Effect of Circular radius filter on the visualization of the data. 
But if the applied data is volumetric then the algorithm only deals with tetrahedron 
and do not further divide them into triangles. 
2.3.2.2 Min/Max Edge Ratio Filter 
This filter also calculates the min/max edge ratio of all the triangles and tetrahedrons 
and provides a threshold accordingly. The Filter acts in manner that if the min/max 
ratio is less than the threshold then it discards that triangle. Similarly when being 
applied over tetrahedrons it assesses the tetrahedrons first and if the tetrahedrons 
have lesser min/max edge ratio then it further divides the tetrahedrons into triangle 
and analyzes them separately. While conducting this analysis it also discards all 
those triangles which have their value less than the min/max edge ratio and keep 
those who are lying within the range. The effects of the filter can very easily be 
noticed from the Figure 2.16 in which before the implementation of the filter, some 
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points were triangulated which actually distorts the original shape of the data. But 
after the filter employment we have improved filter results. 
Figure 2.16: Illustration of Min/Max Edge Ratio Filter 
But if the applied data is volumetric then the algorithm only deals with tetrahedron 
and do not further divide them into triangles. 
2.3.2.3 Density Threshold Filter 
This filter calculates the density of points in per unit area and also the neighboring 
points of each tetrahedron. Then, it calculates the average density and the neighbor of 
the tetrahedrons and triangles. It employs a threshold which is based upon the density 
of the neighboring points. If the triangle has density less than the threshold then it is 
discarded but is kept otherwise. For tetrahedron like the above discussed filters it 
initially analyze them as an entity but if one is not eligible to be filtered then it 
further divide the tetrahedron into triangle and calculate the density individually. 
While carrying out the analysis those triangles which have density less than the 
threshold are discarded. The effects of the filter can very easily be noticed from the 
Figure 2.17 in which before the implementation of the filter, some points were 
triangulated which actually distorts the original shape of the data. But after the filter 
employment we have improved visual results. 
 Here an important point is to be noted that since the density also is dependent upon 
the size of the tetrahedron also, so this feature is also kept in view. 
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Figure 2.17: Implementation of Density Filter on the data. 
But if the applied data is volumetric then the algorithm only deals with tetrahedron 
and do not further divide them into triangles. 
2.3.2.4 Removal of Lone Triangle 
This filter is activated in the case when it notice a triangle with least of the neighbors 
or whose only one point has neighbor and the rest of the two do not have any. In that 
case it removes that triangle. The effects of the filter can very easily be noticed from 
the Figure 2.18 in which before the implementation of the filter, some points were 
triangulated which actually distorts the original shape of the data. And there were 
some lone triangles connecting those points which are not to be connected. But after 
the filter employment we have improved filter results. 
Figure 2.18: Alone Triangle Filter is implemented on the data. 
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2.3.2.5 Gaps Control  
While applying all the filers over the data it is necessary to continuously check the 
over all topology and care must be taken that in case of deletion of a triangle hole is 
not produced. To solve that problem we have applied Gaps control method which is 
continuously assessing the number of neighbor, which if less than two suggests that 
the hole has appeared so the deletion of that triangle is not executed. Figure 2.19 is 
clearly showing the appearance of those holes while triangulation and then illustrates 
that after the implementation of Gaps control filter those hole were refilled and the 
triangles were not deleted at that particular place. But if the data is of an open type 
then we have the list of all those triangles which are forming at the boundary of the 
data so that exception is handled logically. 
Figure 2.19: Illustration of Gaps Control Filter Implementation on the data. 
After the implementation of these four global filters we have two more filters in our 
algorithm which are based upon local calculations which are: 
• Neighbor Circle Radius  
• Neighbor Min/Max Edge Ratio. 
2.3.2.6 Neighbor Circle Radius Ratio 
This local filter is applied on every tetrahedron and triangle to assess its over all 
standing and affirmative with its neighbors. If the circle radius of a triangle or 
tetrahedron is within the range in the average circle radius of its neighbors then it is 
kept within the data otherwise discarded. In similar to its global counterpart it also 
assesses the tetrahedrons initially as the single entity but break them further down, if 
the radius is greater than the average of its neighbors, into triangles and then discard 
that triangle which has the value greater than the average. Figure 2.20 shows the 
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effect of localized neighbor circle radius ratio filter when applied over the data. The 
improvement in the visualization can be noticed very easily. 
Figure 2.20: Effects of Neighbor Circle Radius Ratio Filter on the visualization of 
the data. 
2.3.2.7 Neighbor Min/Max Edge Ratio 
This filter is also applied on every triangle and tetrahedron with its neighbor 
perspective. If the Min/Max Edge ratio is greater than the average of its neighbor 
then it is kept in the data otherwise discarded. In similar to its global counterpart it 
also assesses the tetrahedrons initially as the single entity but break them further 
down if the Min/Max is less than the average of its neighbors into triangles and then 
discard that triangle which has the value lesser than the average. Figure 2.21 shows 
the visualization results of the data before and after the implementation of this filter 
and the improvement is clearly depicted. 
Figure 2.21: Effects of Min/Max Edge Ratio filter on the visualization of the 
data. 
By the term local density we tend to refer the concentration of the points in a given 
area. It is calculated by the length of the edges in a region. Shorter the length of 
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edges in the region implies that the vertices are closely located and this proves the 
our point of higher density values. 
2.3.2.8 Calculating Neighbor Count 
After the first 3D Delaunay triangulation of the original data lot of tetrahedrons and 
triangles are formed. So a single vertex must have two neighbors at least but there is 
no upper bound for that and a vertex may have more than twenty neighbors. The 
neighbor count is very important for a vertex. The more neighbor it has higher is its 
importance value. Additionally the neighbor count also helps in defining a certain 
area of the data. For calculating the neighbor count of the data we have developed an 
algorithm which was based upon vtk libraries. While counting neighbors of a 
tetrahedron we traverse all of its triangles and then find the cell count. If it is two 
then it is registered as the other cell Id. We use the vtk library function Unstructured 
Grid GetCellNeighbors().  
By keeping an account of both the local density and the Neighbor count and 
implementing it iteratively for each vertex we finally are able to divide any 3D data 
into different regions. Through utilizing the radius of the circumsphere of the 
constructed tetrahedrons and the value of global (unweighted) Alpha of the data we 
deduce a new alpha value for that particular region. Hence we calculate different 
Local (weighted) Alpha for various regions. Each region is then retriangulated 
separately. At the end, all regions are combined to form the complete visualization of 
the whole data. 
We have applied the unweighted Alpha values on the Surface data of Head which is 
being shown in figure 2.13 and on volumetric data of hand, which is shown in figure 
2.22 and 2.23. The figure 2.13 depicts the implementation of the weighted Alpha on 
the surface data, starting from the value of Alpha zero the result of which can 
intuitively guessed as point data and then progressively increasing its value till all 
traverses all the data. 
Similarly 2.22 and 2.23 manifests the weighted Alpha implementation on the 
volumetric data of hand, the Figure 2.14 explains the different values of weighted 
Alpha applied to different regions whereas in 2.15 the same routine as of 2.13 is 
taken that is to start from zero and then a progressive application of weighted Alpha 
till whole of the data is traversed.   
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Figure 2.22: Starting with the weighted value of Alpha by zero we have just shown 
the different values of weighted Alpha being applied to different regions according to 
the density of points. 
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Figure 2.23: Similarly starting from the zero value of the weighted Alpha value 
progressively adding the last levels till whole of the data is being triangulated. 
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3. DATA DECIMATION 
Hierarchical representation [12] of meshes provides rendering at various LODs, 
implying quality scalability in order to render the object at a reduced quality or to 
reduce the rendering time of objects and allows progressive/scalable transmission or 
storage of the object geometry. A hierarchical mesh model that is compressed in an 
embedded format thus enables different users to employ meshes of varying level of 
detail to represent the same content depending on the computational resources and 
channel/storage bandwidth available to them. 
3.1 Hierarchical Mesh Representation 
The Hierarchical mesh compression method is an algorithm which implements both 
the decimation techniques and we perform it iteratively till the quality of the mesh is 
maintained within some bounds. 
The idea is to perform decimation from fine to coarse as shown in Figure3.1. The 
different levels of hierarchy are clearly depicted in Figure 3.1 when implemented on 
SkelHand data. It can be observed that at level 0 the visualization is very fine and 
then the decimating steps are being visualized from that very fine level 0 to the 
coarsest level 2. 
The method can be explained graphically if we take example of a 2D mesh as in 
Figure 3.2 and we can observe that by applying both of the techniques we have 
reduced the amount of vertices in the data without making an imperceptible visual 
change. 
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Figure 3.1: Block Diagram of Hierarchical Mesh Modeling 
The size reduction is achieved by removing an independent set of vertices at each 
level starting from the finest resolution mesh. An independent set is a set of vertices 
among which no two vertices are adjacent to each other. While an independent point 
is removed the neighboring points are marked as not to be removed. In the following 
figures a fine resolution mesh is decimated two times by removing independent set of 
points. 
In the first figure mesh iM  has the finest resolution; the independent points are 
situated in the regions enclosed with dark edges. Being these points independent at 
the second hierarch they can be removed from the mesh and the sub sampled mesh 
will construct the second mesh 1+iM . After determining the independent points for 
the mesh 1+iM  the second sub sampled figure will be formed. 
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Figure 3.2: Expressing the data decimation 
3D data decimation is a special type of compression technique in which the original 
data is reduced by reducing the number of vertices with different constraint being 
implemented. To start with decimation we have to first differentiate between the 
boundary and the inner vertices. Since for proper visualization of the data the 
boundary bear far more importance than the inner. Therefore we employ some 
constraint on the decimation and resultant is a smaller data with the least harm to its 
visualization. 
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3.2 Extraction of Boundary Vertices and Inner Vertices 
While implementing Delaunay triangulation [8] created tetrahedrons generally do not 
intersect each other, so the boundary vertices can be determined by adding the space 
angles of each node (i.e. vertex). T( 0t , 1t , 2t , 3t ) being a tetrahedron, the space angle 
of a node it  is the projection of the remaining surface, which is a triangle of the 
remaining nodes, on the unit sphere centered at it . 
Figure 3.3: the calculation of space angle of a vertex 
We have deduced following results and constraints for separating the vertices. 
• If the sum of angles is less than 4pi then it is a boundary vertex. 
• If the sum of angles is equal to 4pi then it is an inner vertex. 
• The sum of angles can never exceed 4pi. 
The space angel of a tetrahedron T (t0, t1, t2, t3) can be calculated for each node by 
using the following formulas: 
0 0 1 0 2 0 3
1 1 0 1 2 1 3
2 2 0 2 1 2 3
3 3 0 3 1 3 2
t t t t t t t
t t t t t t t
t t t t t t t
t t t t t t t
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Here Θ  represents the dihedral angle between two surfaces intersected on a common 
edge. 
Dihedral angle can be calculated by using the following formula: 
0 1 0 1 2 0 1 3
1
  =    - cos ( )t t t t t t t tface facepi −Θ •
3.3 Extraction of Boundary and Inner Vertices Using vtk Library 
Apart from the algorithm described above we have also employed the vtk library 
functions for the extraction of boundary vertices. This is only applied when the data 
is volumetric. This algorithm traverses all the tetrahedrons which have formed due to 
the 3D Delaunay triangulation. Then it observes the neighbor of each triangle of the 
tetrahedron. If any of the triangles has neighbor count less than one then it is a 
triangle which is located at the surface of the data. And all the points of that triangle 
are then registered as the surface vertices. We can see the effects in Figure 3.5 which 
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Figure 3.4: Figure showing the Extraction of Boundary and Inner Vertex. 
Figure 3.5: Implementation of Boundary Extraction Algorithm 
is showing the implementation on the Cylinder-Sphere data. It has two surfaces, one 
at the outside and the other at the inside of the data. After applying the boundary 
extraction algorithm on the data both of the boundary surfaces can clearly be noticed. 
For clarifying the visual results the horizontal and vertical cross sections are also 
taken of the data. 
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3.4 Decimation Algorithms 
As we have mentioned that since boundary vertices are more important for a data to 
be visualized then an inner vertex. So we have implemented different algorithms for 
each type of the vertices. 
3.4.1 Decimation of Boundary Vertices 
The algorithm was designed to implement the decimation of the boundary vertices of 
the data. It begins with classifying each vertex in the mesh and is inserted into the 
queue regarding the priority, which is based upon the error to delete the vertex and 
retriangulate the hole. Those vertices which cannot be deleted are skipped while 
analyzing. The candidate vertices are queued according to the priority values are 
assigned to them. The process continues until all the vertices in the queue are 
processed. In the second phase all the remaining vertices are processed, and the mesh 
is split into separate pieces along sharp edges or at non-manifold attachments points 
and reinserted into the priority queue. The vertices are reprocessed if the desired 
result is not obtained in the first phase. 
   
Figure 3.6: Representing the distance measurement technique for maxD . 
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In the decimation of boundary vertices [8] the points are deleted according to 
decimation criteria from the vertex cloud. It is a simple error measurement technique 
which not only preserves the general shape but also helps in the reduction of the 
insignificant vertices. The error measurement is actually a distance measuring 
algorithm known as maxD . 
For each boundary vertex a candidate edge segment is drawn between an initial 
boundary vertex and the vertex under consideration, the chord vertex, the distance d
from the vertex under consideration to the candidate edge segment is computed. Each 
vertex, whose distance d is less than maxD , is a candidate for removal. The first vertex 
for which d is greater than maxD  becomes the new initial vertex. This procedure is 
repeated until all the vertices have been processed. 
We have implemented the maxD  criteria in three different ways which are 
• Constant maxD
• Linearly Increasing maxD
• Adaptive maxD
3.4.1.1 Constant maxD
By the term constant implementation we refer to the method that the value of maxD  is 
kept constant in each decimation level. The value of maxD  is calculated over the 
original data and then is implemented at each level of hierarchical decimation. 
3.4.1.2 Linearly Increasing maxD
By the term linearly increasing maxD  value we imply to the fact that after the 
calculation of maxD  on the original data we increase the value of maxD  at each 
hierarchical decimation step. This is with the reference to the fact that since after the 
decimation some of the vertices are discarded by the program so ultimately the 
average distance between the boundaries tends to extend so implementing a 
linear maxD   seems more logical than the Constant maxD . 
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3.4.1.3 Adaptive maxD   
Since both the constant and the linear maxD  are a parameters which employed in a 
general terms and the case can be really thought as in similar equivalence with 
Global (weighted) Alpha. So a best choice would be to calculate a separate value of 
maxD   for each region and for each decimation step. This seems to be the most logical 
choice of constraining parameter for the decimation of the boundary vertices. 
3.4.2 Decimation of Inner Vertices 
The simplification of interior nodes of the mesh at a given level of the hierarchy was 
performed by using an iterative optimization algorithm [22] with the constraint that 
only non-neighboring and less important nodes shall be removed. Once a node is 
selected for removal, its neighbors are marked and not removed at that level of the 
hierarchy. The approach for selection of the nodes to be removed, together with this 
constraint, poses a drawback for the interior-node simplification. To this effect, we 
propose a dynamic programming-type optimization for the simplification of the 
interior nodes at each level of the hierarchy. The aim is to remove the maximum 
number of independent nodes from a mesh, while retaining a set of nodes that is 
optimal in the sense that it contains most important information going from one 
hierarchical level to the next coarser level, the goal is to retain the nodes that are 
expected to be important in mesh-based three dimensional data visualization, as well 
as highly connected nodes, removal of which would constrain subsequent 
simplification stages. The flow of the algorithm is first initialization to form layers 
then cost calculation for each nodes and placement of removed and retained nodes on 
a layer basing on which we calculate the placements of nodes on the next 
neighboring layer. Then the optimization algorithm is employed which has three 
different algorithms. According to the maximum of the ratio of the total cost of 
remained nodes over the total number of remained nodes, we choose the algorithm 
according to the performance. 
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3.4.2.1 Initialization 
First, we form layers of nodes in the mesh, where each layer is defined by the nodes 
that are immediately adjacent to a node in a previously defined layer.  Layer 
formation can be given as: 
a) The first layer of nodes is defined by the nodes on the mesh boundary; 
b) The next layer of nodes is defined by all nodes in the interior of the mesh 
that are immediately adjacent to a node in the previous layer; 
c) Successive layers are formed by repeating step b). 
Further, we assign a cost value to each node of the mesh, in order to determine an 
optimal removal strategy. The set of interior nodes to be removed while going from 
one hierarchy level to the next is determined using topology-based criteria. The 
degree determines how much this node is connected to its surrounding region. The 
average degree of a Delaunay mesh is approximately. The latter requirement is 
imposed by the desire to remove a maximum number of nodes from one hierarchical 
level to the next under the independence constraint, while preserving local 
connectivity. The set of interior nodes to be removed while going from one hierarchy 
level to the next can be determined using connectivity based criteria. Therefore, we 
define the cost of removing a node n by the following measure of its importance (IP), 
which we call the importance value function. A higher importance value will indicate 
the indispensability of the vertex for visualization. The general formula for 
calculating that constraint is defined as the multiplication of its degree with the ratio 
of the sum of its neighbor’s volume to its volume. 
( ) ( )( ) MaxDegree Degree n TotalLayerNumber NodeLayer nIP n
MaxDegree TotalLayerNumber
− −
= •  (3.1) 
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Where, 
               =  maximum number of neighbors of any node
( )                 =  number of neighbors of traversed node
   =  the number of total layers according to depth 
MaxDegree
Degree n
TotalLayerNumber of the data
                =  the layer of the node being traversedNodeLayer
The degree of the vertex is the number of edges or vertices connected to it. The 
number of connectivity for a vertex indicates the importance of that node. It is same 
for the volume ratio. If the volume of a tetrahedron including this node is smaller 
than the volumes of the neighboring tetrahedrons it means that this tetrahedron 
belongs to a detailed region in the shape, so removing a node in this tetrahedron will 
cause us to less information to be lost. So we have the parameter MaxDegree which 
denotes the integral value of node connected with maximum number of vertices, we 
take the difference of the degree of the traversed node, and then normalize it with the 
maximum degree. This ensures the routine that if a node has large number of 
neighbors attached to it then its IP value will be increased and it will be ultimately a 
candidate node to be discarded. The other parameter that controls the IP function is 
the depth of the node. The proximity to the surface of a node is responsible for the 
tetrahedrons which are forming at the surface which in turn becomes responsible for 
the shape of the data. So closer the node to the surface lower is its IP function and 
deeper the location of the node higher will be its IP function. Hence this parameter 
transforms the nodes at the depth with higher probability of being removed from the 
data. 
3.4.2.2 The Optimization Algorithm 
The dynamic programming-type interior-node simplification algorithm can be 
explained as below.  
1) For each separate layer, a set of nodes which are candidate to be removed is 
obtained as follows. Iteratively label the node with the smallest IP value in the layer 
as to be removed and label its neighbors in that layer as to be fixed. Nodes labeled as 
to be fixed may not be considered for removal later in this stage. Continue labeling 
nodes on this layer until a node with importance value equal to IP is found. Note 
there may be free nodes left that are labeled neither to be removed nor to be fixed.  
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2) Each node layer obtained in step 1) is now considered for employing the three 
different importance value assigning algorithms, which are: 
• Forward Optimization Algorithm 
• Backward Optimization Algorithm 
• Greedy Optimization Algorithm 
Figure 3.7: Illustration of forward optimization algorithm. 
In the forward optimization algorithm, considering the decimation of layer 1, the 
neighbors of those which are decimated from boundary layer are fixed, the IP values 
are calculated according to the given formula in equation 3.2, the candidate vertex 
are then labeled. Similarly then moving on to layer 2, the neighbors of those vertices 
which are labeled as the candidates for removal are fixed and the same process is 
employed on the rest of the nodes, as clearly depicted in Figure 3.7. In this manner 
we proceed till the last or the inner most level and end up removing the best possible 
vertices according to this algorithm. 
In the backward optimization algorithm, we start from the inner most layer, label the 
vertices as candidate for removal according to IP function calculated as above and 
proceed till the layer 1. Now in layer 1, we end up having two types of constraints, 
one those vertices which are the neighbors of the candidate nodes from layer 2 and 
secondly those vertices which are neighbors of the candidates for removal in the 
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boundary layer, as shown in Figure 3.8. In this way end up assigning the IP function 
from inner to boundary layer that is why it is termed as backward algorithm. 
Figure 3.8: Illustration of backward optimization algorithm. 
Figure 3.9: Illustration of greedy optimization algorithm. 
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In the greedy optimization algorithm, we only consider those vertices of layer 1, the 
neighbors of those which are decimated from boundary layer are fixed, and the IP 
values of rest of whole of the vertices are calculated according to the given formula 
in equation 3.2. The vertices are then decimated according to the threshold provided. 
The process is clearly explained in Figure 3.9. 
 This means we use the node labeling of the central layer as a constraint on the 
labeling of nodes in other layers. The neighbors of the nodes labeled as to be 
removed must be labeled to be fixed. This process continues until the last layer in 
forward and backward direction is processed. The importance values of all nodes that 
are labeled fixed in this stage are averaged. 
3) The process in step 2) is performed using each layer as a central layer, each time 
computing an average IP value for that layer as described above. This average value 
for layer is denoted by IP.  
4) The overall labeling for the layer with the maximum IP is retained; any free nodes 
left are labeled to be fixed. Finally, the nodes labeled to be removed in the optimal 
labeling are now actually removed from the mesh so that a new mesh for the next 
coarser level is formed.  
3.5 Quality of Tetrahedron and Triangles Meshes 
Since we reduce the amount of the vertices in each decimation level so it is 
inherently necessary to put a constant check and constraint over the quality of newly 
generated. Tetrahedron and triangle meshes. There are numerous tests [17] for 
accomplishing that target. The important ones for triangles are discussed below: 
3.5.1 Angle Test for Triangles  
Since an equilateral triangle, if formed while implementing the Delaunay 
triangulation is considered the healthiest for visualizing. So we have introduced an 
angle test which traverses the whole data, calculate its minimum angles and at the 
end we employ the following formula which is taking an average of whole data. 
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Figure 3.10: Angle Test for Triangles. 
( )min angleQuality _1 Sin *3
2
 
=  
 
( )
n _ tetra
min angle
Sin *3
2
Avg _ quality _1
n _ tetra
 
 
 
= ∑
3.5.2 Min/Max Edge Ratio Test For Triangles    
This was another test which was introduced for analyzing the overall quality of the 
formed triangles which were constructed after the implementation of 3D Delaunay 
triangulation. The test is actually a ratio between the shortest and the longest edge of 
the triangle. Since the desired triangle while implementing the algorithm is 
equilateral when the ratio becomes 1. But in worst case scenarios it is very low. So 
the results are considered satisfactory if the average value remains unchanged after 
the decimation is implemented. 
min_ edge _ lengthQuality _ 2
max_ edge _ length
=
The average quality is given by 
n _ tetra
min_ edge _ length
max_ edge _ lengthQuality _ 2
n _ tetra
= ∑
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Figure 3.11:  Min/Max Edge Ratio Test For Triangles 
3.5.3 Radius Ratio Test 
There are two kinds of different spheres which are formed regarding our decimation 
technique, the inner sphere of the tetrahedron which is actually a sphere connecting 
the tangents of the tetrahedron edges from inside and an outer sphere which is the 
sphere formed by connecting the points of the tetrahedron. The quality of the 
generated tetrahedron is considered optimal if the ratio of the radius of outer sphere 
is equal to three times of the radius of the inner sphere.
Figure 3.12: Manifesting the Radius Ratio Test 
Quality_1  = 3.0* /in outr R      
The average quality of the total mesh of the tetrahedron formed is given by their sum 
as under: 
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_
3.0* /Avg_quality_1  = 
_
in out
n tetra
r R
n tetra∑
   
Where, 
_   =  number of tetrahedron
            =  radius of the inscribed sphere
         =  radius of the circumscribed sphere
in
out
n tetra
r
R
3.5.4 The Inner Radius to Maximum Edge Length Test. 
Similarly the second test is again a ratio between the radius of the inner sphere to that 
of the length of the longest edge. According to this test the length of the longest edge 
of the tetrahedron should be equal to 2√6 times the radius of inner sphere. 
maxQuality_2  = 2 6 * /inr L
Figure 3.13: Manifesting Inner Radius to Maximum Edge Length Test 
Whereas the average quality test can be given as the ratio of the sum of the both the 
quantities in the generated tetrahedron mesh. 
max
_
2 6 * /Avg_quality_2  = 
_
in
n tetra
r L
n tetra∑
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where 
max
_   =  number of tetrahedron
            =  radius of the inscribed sphere
         =  length of longest side of the tetrahedron
in
n tetra
r
L
3.5.5 Volume to Edge lengths Ratio 
The third test is also a ratio between the volume of the tetrahedron and the sum of 
squared sum of all the length of edges of the tetrahedron. The generated tetrahedron 
may be considered as an optimal if this ratio is closer to 1. 
Figure 3.14: Showing the Volume to Edge lengths Ratio 
2
3
2
6
12*(3* )Quality_3  = 
n
Volume
L∑
For considering data as a whole, it is the ratio of sum of whole volume of all the 
tetrahedrons to their respective length of edges.  
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2
3
2
6
_
12*(3* )
Avg_quality_3  = 
_
n
n tetra
Volume
L
n tetra
∑
∑
th
_   =  number of tetrahedron
   =  volume of the tetrahedron
           =  n  edge lengthn
n tetra
Volume
L
3.5.6 Minimum Solid Angle Test 
In this method for testing the shape of tetrahedron, the minimum solid angle of the 
tetrahedron is calculated and then Sin of half its angle gives the value.  
min( )Quality_4  = sin( )
2
SolidAngle
Figure 3.15: Manifesting Minimum Solid Angle Test 
For calculating the tetrahedral mesh quality the average of the Sin of all minimum 
solid angles is calculated for all the tetrahedrons
_
min( )
sin( )
2Avg_quality_4  = 
_n tetra
SolidAngle
n tetra∑
_   =  number of tetrahedronn tetra
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3.6 Data to be sent To Decoder. 
When whole of the data is tested and processed then it should be coded and sent to 
the decoder. Since we have processed different types of data, different type of 
information is needed for decoding each data type. We have two cases for data types. 
• The Surface Data 
• The Volumetric Data  
3.6.1 The Surface Data 
If the surface data is to be sent then we require following information to be sent to 
the decoder: 
Figure 3.16: Block Diagram of Surface Encoder 
• List of vertices in the data. 
• The Maximum Edge length. 
• The maximum edge formed by each vertex is calculated and then KNN 
algorithm is applied to which calculates the different classes for the 
increasing alpha values of the data and those cluster centres are needed to be 
sent. The vertices are also sent according to the alpha values they are attached 
to. 
• Minimum min/max Edge Ratio. 
• Minimum Neighbor Maximum Edge Ratio of the data. 
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• Minimum Neighbor Minimum/Maximum Edge Ratio. 
If the data is open type surface data then apart from the information above a list of all 
those vertices which are found at the boundary of the surface is also sent. 
Figure 3.17: An Example of Open type surface data. 
3.6.2 The Volumetric Data 
If the volumetric data is to be sent then we require following information to be sent 
to the decoder. 
Figure 3.18: Block Diagram for Volume Encoder. 
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• List of Boundary Vertices. 
• List of Inner Vertices. 
• Maximum Circular Radius. 
• Minimum Neighbor Circular Radius Ratio. 
• Minimum Neighbor Minimum / Maximum Edge Ratio 
The reason we are sending the information apart from vertices is to have the same 
level of visualization impact at the decoder or receiver level. 
3.7 The Decoder. 
To assess the performance of our algorithm we also have designed a decoder which 
employs whole of the process in the reverse manner. The decoder was designed for 
surface and volumetric data separately. 
3.7.1 Surface Data Decoder. 
• Initially 3D Delaunay triangulation is applied over the vertex data by using 
maximum edge length. That results in the formation of lines, triangles and 
tetrahedrons. 
• All lines deleted. 
• The triangles formed by every vertex are traversed and the boundary points 
are assessed with maximum bound of Maximum Edge Length, if lengthier 
than the upper bound is found then it will be deleted. 
• If tetrahedrons are formed then the triangle of tetrahedron possessing 
maximum perimeter is deleted so the tetrahedron breaks into or three 
triangles. So that there is volumetric information residing within the 3D 
surface visualization. 
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• Different vertices are connected according to the alpha values that are 
assigned to them. 
• Minimum Neighbor Maximum Edge ratio is taken as the lower bound and 
any triangle possessing less than this bound is deleted. 
• Minimum Neighbor minimum/maximum edge ratio is taken as the lower 
bound again and any triangle having less than this bound is deleted. 
The whole process is done with the Gap control method being activated so 
that we may not have any inconclusive end at part of visualization. 
3.7.2 Volumetric Data Decoder. 
• Initially 3D Delaunay triangulation is applied over the vertex data by using 
maximum circular radius. That results in the formation of lines, triangles and 
tetrahedrons. 
• All lines and triangles are deleted. 
• Then we register the temporary boundary vertices which are found while 
visualization. Those vertices of the tetrahedrons which are located at the 
boundary list and as well as in the list being sent by the encoder are never 
deleted. But if they are only found in the received list then those tetrahedrons 
are to be deleted. This protects all the vertices of the tetrahedron in the 
convex formation but help deleting those which are found at the concave side 
of the data. 
• Minimum Neighbor circular radius ratio is taken as the lower bound and any 
tetrahedron possessing less than this bound is deleted. 
• Minimum Neighbor minimum/maximum circular radius ratio is taken as the 
lower bound again and any tetrahedron having less than this bound is deleted. 
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4. RESULTS 
The proposed decimation scheme was implemented on the different types of data. 
Since two different encoders were created, the surface and the volumetric so we had 
two different types of data those were surface and the volumetric.  
4.1 Results for the Surface Data 
To assess the performance of the surface data encoder we have tested three different 
types of surface data. Since the surface data only contains the boundary vertices so 
the maxD criteria was used to decimate the vertices. It has operated in the manner that, 
the percentage of the vertices to be deleted, were fixed initially and then the 
algorithm was implemented. The data is visualized at each decimation level from 
finest to coarsest. In addition with the visualization, the different tetrahedral mesh 
quality tests were also performed to continuously monitor the mesh quality at each 
decimation level. The QT 1 is the minimum/maximum edge ratio and the QT2 is the 
angle test. 
4.1.1 Results for Torus Data. 
The visualization results for the surface data of torus is given in figure 4.1. We can 
observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we proceed 
from level0 to level5. 
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Table 4.1: Showing the number of vertices, global Alpha, and quality tests being 
performed at each level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest, Min/Max Edge Ratio, 
Neighbor Max Edge Ratio and Neighbor Min/Max Edge Ratio. 
Table 4.2: The different values of local (weighted Alpha) which is denoted by 
maximum edge centre (MEC), at each level the value correspond to the MEC’s of 
that level and MC denotes the member count associated with that MEC of the data 
given in table 4.1 at each level of decimation from level 0 to level 3. 
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Figure 4.1: The different hierarchical levels of Torus Data. 
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4.1.2 Results for Cat Data. 
The visualization results for the surface data of cat is given in figure 4.2. We can 
observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we proceed 
from level0 to level3. The QT1 represents the minimum / maximum Edge Ratio and 
the QT2 the angle test being performed over the data. 
Table 4.3: Showing the number of vertices, global Alpha, and quality tests being 
performed at each level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest, Min/Max Edge Ratio, 
Neighbor Max Edge Ratio and Neighbor Min/Max Edge Ratio. 
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Figure 4.2: The different hierarchical levels of Cat Data. 
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Table 4.4: The different values of local (weighted Alpha) which is denoted by 
maximum edge centre (MEC), at each level the value correspond to the MEC’s of 
that level and MC denotes the member count associated with that MEC of the data 
given in table 4.3 at each level of decimation from level 0 to level 3. 
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4.1.3 Results for Bimba Data 
The visualization results for the surface data of cat is given in figure 4.5. We can 
observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we proceed 
from level0 to level3. The QT1 represents the minimum / maximum Edge Ratio and 
the QT2 the angle test being performed over the data.  
Table 4.5: Showing the number of vertices, global Alpha, and quality tests being 
performed at each level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest, Min/Max Edge Ratio, 
Neighbor Max Edge Ratio and Neighbor Min/Max Edge Ratio. 
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Table 4.6: The different values of local (weighted Alpha) which is denoted by 
maximum edge centre (MEC), at each level the value correspond to the MEC’s of 
that level and MC denotes the member count associated with that MEC of the data 
given in table 4.5 at each level of decimation from level 0 to level 3. 
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Figure 4.3: The different hierarchical levels of Bimba Data. 
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4.2 Volumetric Data. 
To assess the performance of the volumetric data encoder we have tested three 
different types of volumetric data. Since the volumetric data contains the boundary 
vertices as well as interior vertices so both of the formulated algorithms were 
implemented. To implement the decimation of the boundary vertices, it has operated 
in the manner that, the percentage of the vertices to be deleted, were fixed initially 
and then the algorithm was implemented. The decimation of inner vertices is under 
taken in the manner which has been explained in the section 3.4.2. The volumetric 
nature of data specifies that we have different layers of data if considered from point 
of depth. Therefore, the data is divided into different layers to employ optimization 
algorithm. The data is visualized at each decimation level from finest to coarsest. In 
addition with the visualization, the different data that is required to be sent for proper 
visualization at the receiving end. The Global Alpha is also registered. 
4.2.1 Sphere Data 
The visualization results for the volumetric data of sphere are given in figure 4.4. We 
can observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we 
proceed from level0 to level3. The first column shows the complete hierarchy of the 
data, the central column shows the hierarchy of the cross section of the volume data 
and the last column depicts the hierarchical decimation of the surface of the volume 
data. 
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Figure 4.4: The different hierarchical levels of Sphere Data 
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Table 4.7: Showing the number of vertices VN, CN denotes the number of cells or 
tetrahedrons, L0 denotes boundary layer vertices, L1 the next to the boundary 
vertices as layer 1 and similarly L2, L3 and L4 as we proceed inside the sphere data 
at each successive level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest. 
Table 4.8: The tables shows the quality test (QT1) 1 refers to Radius Ratio Test, test 
2 (QT2) refers to The Inner Radius to Maximum Edge Length Test, test 3 (QT3) 
points to Volume to Edge lengths Ratio and test 4 (QT4) indicates Minimum Solid 
Angle Test results when three different methods Forward backward and greedy 
algorithm of optimization are employed on the successive hierarchy levels of sphere 
data as we proceed from finest to coarsest. 
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The over all results indicate that the algorithm devised for volumetric decimation 
produce satisfactory and desired visualization. 
4.2.2 Skull Data. 
The visualization results for the volumetric data of sphere are given in figure 4.4. We 
can observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we 
proceed from level0 to level3. The first column shows the complete hierarchy of the 
data, the central column shows the hierarchy of the cross section of the volume data 
and the last column depicts the hierarchical decimation of the surface of the volume 
data. The table 4.9 and 4.10 show the numerical results of the data. 
Table 4.9: Showing the number of vertices VN, CN denotes the number of cells or 
tetrahedrons, L0 denotes boundary layer vertices, L1 the next to the boundary 
vertices as layer 1  and similarly L2 and L3 as we proceed inside the skull data at 
each successive level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest. 
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Table 4.10: The tables shows the quality test (QT1) 1 refers to Radius Ratio Test, 
test 2 (QT2) refers to The Inner Radius to Maximum Edge Length Test, test 3 (QT3) 
points to Volume to Edge lengths Ratio and test 4 (QT4) indicates Minimum Solid 
Angle Test results when three different methods Forward backward and greedy 
algorithm of optimization are employed on the successive hierarchy levels of skull 
data as we proceed from finest to coarsest. 
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Figure 4.5: The different hierarchical levels of Skull Data 
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4.2.3 Hand Data. 
The visualization results for the volumetric data of hand are given in figure 4.6. We 
can observe that the quality of the visualization is although getting coarser as we 
proceed from level0 to level3. The first column shows the complete hierarchy of the 
data, the central column shows the hierarchy of the cross section of the volume data 
and the last column depicts the hierarchical decimation of the surface of the volume 
data. The table 4.11 and 4.12 show the numerical results of the data. 
Table 4.11: Showing the number of vertices VN, CN denotes the number of cells or 
tetrahedrons, L0 denotes boundary layer vertices, L1 the next to the boundary 
vertices as layer 1 and similarly L2, L3, L4 and L5 as we proceed inside the hand 
data at each successive level of hierarchy from finest to coarsest.  
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Table 4.12: The tables shows the quality test (QT1) 1 refers to Radius Ratio Test, 
test 2 (QT2) refers to The Inner Radius to Maximum Edge Length Test, test 3 (QT3) 
points to Volume to Edge lengths Ratio and test 4 (QT4) indicates Minimum Solid 
Angle Test results when three different methods Forward backward and greedy 
algorithm of optimization are employed on the successive hierarchy levels of hand 
data as we proceed from finest to coarsest. 
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Figure 4.6: The different hierarchical levels of Hand Data 
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4.3 Conclusions  
By thoroughly observing the results of implemented design it can be concluded that 
the hierarchical mesh decimation can prove a very fine alternative for better 
transmission of 3D Surface and Volumetric data over the internet and can also find 
its application in the field of telemedicine.  
Although there are lot of degeneracies produced when 3D Delaunay method is 
implemented over Surface and Volumetric data, but a careful algorithm can deal with 
that and can produce satisfactory results. 
The adaptive Alpha values facilitates in better visualization of 3D Surface and 
Volumetric data. It is also noticed that while decimation of the data, since the 
topology of the data is least harmed so the values of global alpha increases in the 
process. 
The proposed method for Boundary and Inner vertex decimation produce satisfactory 
results in the sense that they not only reduce the data according to the partameters 
those are chosen, but also the quality of the tetrahedral mesh generated after each 
step of decimation remains within permissible limits, because the topology of the 
data is kept under control. It can also be noticed that even reducing the data to mere 
ten percent of its original size the general topology remains same and no perceptible 
change can be detected. 
Forward optimization algorithm provides the best results in terms of quality of the 
tetrahedrons as well as with regard to decimation. It is due to the fact that while 
implementing the forward algorithm each layer is being awarded the IP value and is 
being chosen as a candidate for decimation with best constraints. While in backward 
algorithm the decimation of inner layers have least of the constraint whereas at first 
layer after the boundary layer have the maximum constraint so it results in lesser 
decimation. On the contrary greedy is complex and eager to remove the vertices so 
implementation of greedy results in more vertices to be decimated but the quality of 
tetrahedrons is being compromised. 
For future work it is suggested that IP function may formulized which may be data 
and application dependent. 
The adaptive Alpha and the Decimation criteria have transformed the implemented 
design into a system which is capable of sending the data with least amount of bits 
and with minimum error in visualization. 
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The tests implemented for constantly monitoring the tetrahedral mesh quality are in 
conformity with the visualization of data. 
Since the system is based upon Delaunay triangulation whose dual is Voronoi 
diagram, therefore the designed system has the ability to implement the Robust  
Mesh Watermarking as proposed by Hoppe [15] by utilizing the concept of Adaptive 
Alpha and Voronoi diagram.  
For evaluation we may compare our algorithm with Multiresolution analysis. MRA 
or wavelets provide useful and efficient tools for representing functions at multiple 
levels of detail. A new class of wavelets, based on subdivision surfaces, that radically 
extends the class of representable functions is proposed in [7]. 
1. The complexity of both algorithms is theoretically high.  
2. Quality of triangles at successive hierarchy levels with respect to the original ones 
is approximately similar for both methods. Deviation angle is increased for some 
degrees in the multiresolution method while it is decreased in the proposed 
simplification method.  
3. The main difference between these two methods is the type of meshes that they 
can be used for. For multiresolution based one mesh has to be conformable to 1 to 4 
subdivisions, case which is not always possible. Hoppe [3] have developed and 
applied algorithms and methods to convert meshes of any topology to 1 to 4 
subdivided meshes. This implies that one has to know both mesh vertices and 
triangles. In the proposed method only vertices have to be known, triangles are 
determined by Delaunay triangulation.  
4. The main difficulty with Delaunay triangulation is that optimality for 3D meshes 
is not proven. There may be non connected regions since α value does not guarantee 
a connected mesh. This is overcome with use of local α values  
5. Comparison in terms of removed number of vertices shows that for the 
multiresolution based method there is a reduction of 24.5%-25.5% of vertices when 
passing from one finer hierarchy level to the coarser one. Thus there is a removal of 
75% of vertices for one decimation level. But the algorithm implemented can 
decimate from one percent to eighty percent of data in the successive hierarchy 
levels. 
6. For the multiresolution approach based decimation method when transmitting a 
mesh, one needs to transfer beside vertices and triangles of the base mesh, wavelet 
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coefficients In the proposed method, one only needs the vertices and a very small 
amount of other data like global alpha, around ten values of local alpha and the 
information about the topology of the data is needed to be transmitted so a higher 
transmission rate is possible. This extra data ranges around 9-10 alpha values as 
given in Table 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, 4.12. 
So the criteria for the formation of hierarchy of 3D meshes in the proposed method 
are to remove the maximum number of independent vertices. This will help in 
handling huge amount of volume data. The tradeoff between maximum removal of 
vertices and quality of the so formed hierarchy meshes is accomplished by allowing 
removal of maximum number of vertices so that the formed coarser mesh has an 
acceptable value for the mesh performance criteria.  
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